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Introduction
Every single day more information is available for companies and individuals due to the rapid growth
of technology. This brings us closer in the virtual world and has great impact on companies around
the globe. John Chambers, executive chairman and former CEO of Cisco says that speed and time to
market are central to the company’s success: “We compete against market transitions, not
competitors. Product transitions used to take five to seven years, now they take one to two.” (The
Economic Times, 2015, December 14) In order to survive in this market environment there is a shift
going on in organizational structures throughout the past decades. So called ‘flat’ structures replace
hierarchical structures in order to be agile in the market environment and therefore be able to
survive. The latest trend in 2016 confirms this shift. According to Deloitte, which is one of the leading
consultancy companies worldwide, the rise of teams is the number one trend of 2016, figure 1
illustrates this (Global Human Capital trends, 2016). Their research shows that executives see the
overall need to redesign the organization. About half of those surveyed said their companies were
either in the middle of restructuring or about to embark on it. For the most part, restructuring meant
putting more emphasis on teams
(Schumpeter, 2016) Cisco for example, one
of the world’s most successful and enduring
technology companies, see a team-based
organizational model as fundamental. To
address this highly competitive nature of its
business, Cisco, has set up a new talent
organization, focused entirely on leadership,
team development, team leader selection,
performance management, and intelligencegathering (human capital trends, 2016).
Ashley Goodall, the senior vice president of
Cisco who runs this group, focuses entirely
Figure 1; Top 10 trends (Deloitte, 2016)
on the optimization of team performance,
team leaders, and succession management (case study Cisco, 2016).
In short, due to the rapid growth of technology companies are forced to be agile to keep competitive
advantage. To be agile in the market the focus in companies has shifted towards teams. Teams, and
leading teams are the main topics for companies.
Almost every executive believes in teamwork, but leading a cohesive and functional team is not easy
at all. “I have no question that when you have a team, the possibility exists that it will generate
magic, producing something extraordinary…But don’t count on it. Research consistently shows that
teams underperform, despite all the extra resources they have. That’s because problems with
coordination and motivation typically chip away at the benefits of collaboration.”(Hackman, 2009;
p.14) Hackman wrote ‘Leading Teams: setting the stage for great performances’, which in 2004 won
the award for the most outstanding management book of the year. As earlier described, companies
like Cisco invest lots of money in programs that tackle these type of problems.
The majority of these training programmes focuses mainly on leaders, the new talent organisation
described above is a good example. In these programs the interaction between leader and members
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of the team (followers) is rarely taken into account. In the available research there is not much to
find on the interaction and behaviours of leaders and followers and to what extent they have impact
on follower motivation (Humphreys, 2004; Avolio, Waldman, & Einstein, 1988; Dubinsky,
Yammarino, Jolson, & Spangler, 1995).
When leaders broaden and elevate the interests of the followers, they generate awareness of the
purposes and mission of the group, and when they stir the followers to look beyond their own selfinterest, one can talk about transformational leadership. (Bass, 1990) Transformational leaders
enhance follower effort, satisfaction, commitment, and performance (Lowe, Kroeck, &
Sivasubramaniam, 1996). Global megatrends, earlier mentioned, ranging from demographic
upheaval to climate change to the pace of technological breakthroughs, results in an environment
of unprecedented complexity where today’s leaders must operate in – therefore the need for
transformational leaders is growing (Warrick, 2011).
There is often great misunderstanding, however, about the process of transformational leadership.
Transformational leadership is not something done to followers to motivate them; rather it is a
reciprocal relationship between leader and follower (Einstein, 1995). The article ‘Leadership and
Temperament Congruence: Extending the Expectancy Model of Work Motivation’ (Humphreys, 2004)
is an article that encapsulates the follower-leader relationship into a model. The reciprocal
relationship described above is a vital part of the motivational model, we believe that this concept is
missing in previous models.
Paul Hebert on employee motivation : “All of your employees are different and what motivates one
person might not motivate another, therefore reward systems should not be one-size-fits all”
(Hebert, 2013; p. 3). Yet in all earlier motivation models the differences between employees is not
extensively explained and included into the motivational models. Therefore it is of great importance
to look deeper into the model of Humphreys. Contrary to ‘regular’ models he enlightens us on the
differences between employees. He bases these differences on the fact that people have different
temperaments. I will discuss this later in my thesis.
After discussing the model I want to make this model practical applicable. Humphreys focused on
extending the work motivation model because it lacked progress on work motivation literature:
“While theories of leadership and personality have continued to develop and expand, the
investigation of work motivation appears stagnant.” (Humphreys, 2004; p.58). The model created by
him is therefore very abstract. Making this model practical applicable for managers will be my main
contribution in this thesis. In doing so I will make a link to professional sports literature. In sports
literature one can find complete books only about how to communicate with (different) ‘followers’ in
order to maximize effort. The communication explained in sports literature can enrich the
management literature. I will discuss the similarities between coaching on the highest level of sports
and coaching a high performance team. After that I want to use and apply insights found in sports
literature on High Performance Teams. The reason to focus on high performance team is because I
think it is most valid to link high performance teams to top-sport teams. . For high performance
teams everything should be in perfect order to perform to the fullest potential. This is why a focus on
temperament is of great essence for leaders when maximizing effort of followers.
My goal with this research is to work towards a practical tool for managers to increase team effort.
This by taking a closer look at the leader follower relationship and its relation to motivation.
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Methodology
To answer the research question this thesis will provide an exploratory research of the literature
linked to the core concepts; team effort, employee motivation, temperament, leader follower
relationship, and temperament congruence . First of all, through a literature review it will be
discussed why this research question is relevant. Sequentially, the concept motivation will be
explained and core motivation theories will be mentioned. Thirdly, I will review the article of
Humphreys, ‘Leadership and Temperament Congruence: Extending the Expectancy Model of Work
Motivation’, which provides some adjustments on core motivation theories. In this article they focus
on temperament congruence, which is key in the leader-follower relationship. It will be discussed
how this ‘temperament congruence’ will have influence on team motivation.
The main purpose for this thesis is to enable managers to put the model of the article of Humphreys
into practice. For that reason I will make a link to sports literature, this because of the mere fact that
this communication between leader and follower, and its relation to motivation, is a well-studied
field in the research literature of sports. I will argue why this link can be made, especially when
talking about high performance teams.
This data will mainly be collected by using the library of the Wageningen University and the
databases on their website as well as other academic search engines, like Google Scholar. Next to
this, books concerning the content matter will be used for the research.
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CH. I : Importance of Teams
Global forces are reshaping the workplace, the workforce, and work itself. Annually Deloitte presents
a Global Human Capital Trends report to help organizations understand these changes. In 2016 it was
based on more than 7000 respondents divided over 130 countries around the world. The main theme
of this year, ‘The new organization; different by design’, presents us a major finding. This ‘new
organization’, as they call it, is built around highly empowered teams, driven by a new model of
management.
To be able to create this new organization structure, Chief Executive Officers and Human
Resource leaders are focused on understanding and creating a shared culture, design a work
environment that engages people, and constructing a new model of leadership. (Deloitte,
2016; p.5)
1.1

Forces of global change

What are the forces driving this demand to reorganize and redesign organizations around the world?
There are four major forces (Deloitte, Human capital trends; ‘the new organization’,2016).
1. First, demographic upheavals. The most prominent changes are rapid population
growth and shifting shares of adolescents and young adults in others, increasing
longevity and population aging throughout the world, and urbanization and
international migration. These upheavals make the customers and workforce both
younger and older, as well as more diverse.
2. Second, digital technology, disrupting business models and radically changing the
workplace. It changes the way companies design, manufacture, and deliver almost
every product and service. Besides this, it changes the way organizations hire,
manage, and support people.
3. Third, the rate of change. Due to computing power the pace of change has
significantly increased for businesses, requiring organizations to be more agile.
4. Fourth, a new social contract. The relationship between employer-employee is
different these days. The days of climbing up the ladder within one organization are
over. Young people want to work for multiple employers and demand an enriching
experience at every stage. This leads to expectations for rapid career growth, a
compelling and flexible workplace, and a sense of mission and purpose at work.
Today, on third of the workforce is made up of contingent, and part-time workers
(U.S. Government Accountability Office), yet many organizations lack the HR
practices, culture, or leadership support to manage this new workforce.
In short, a company nowadays has to deliver their product or service to a very diverse set of
customers in a rapidly changing environment. At the same time the structure and the way of
working is changing a lot. These external and internal challenges have to be dealt with at the same
time.
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1.2

How do companies need to respond to these challenges?

First of all, companies use the external challenge as a starting point. In order to fulfil customer
expectations companies strive to be more agile and customer-focused. Internally this will lead to a
shift in structure. This shift is from functional models toward interconnected, flexible teams. More
than nine out of ten executives surveyed rate organizational design as a top priority, and nearly half
report their companies are in a restructuring phase or planning one (Deloitte; ‘the rise of teams’,
2016).
A new organizational model is on the rise: a ‘’network of teams” in which there is a high degree of
empowerment, strong communication, and rapid information flow, while working on projects and
dealing with challenges. Once the project is considered as ‘done’, the team separates’ and move on
to new projects. Contrary to hierarchically structured organizations goals are set at the bottom and
leaders are evaluated by performance, which is done continuously. This ‘’network of teams” is built
on several fundamental principles (McChrystal, 2015):
•
•
•
•
•

Move people into customer-, product-, or market- and mission- focused teams, led by team
leaders.
Empower teams to set their own goals and make their own decisions within the context of an
overall business plan.
Create an information and operations centre to share integrated information and identify
connections between different team activities.
Teach and encourage people to work across teams, using techniques like job rotation and
open office spaces.
Shift leaders into roles focused on planning, strategy, vision, culture and cross-team
communication.

In this model formal and flexible structure will coexist, but the focus will be on the flexible part. It still
takes formal structure to ensure that a structure of teams works effectively. Putting this insight into
practice, the ability to quickly build, deploy, disband, and reform teams is a critical skill for today’s
organizations (Deloitte, 2016).
This new structure has implications on current programs such as leadership development, learning
and performance management. The problem arises when executives were asked about the readiness
of companies to redesign; only 14 percent of executives believe in an effective redesign of their
organization, expertise in building cross-functional teams is lacking (McKinsey, 2017).
To conclude, organisations need to adapt to address this model of coexistence of formal and flexible
structure as companies switch from highly functional and hierarchical models to project-based
organizations in which employees are constantly embedded in teams. All in order to be more agile
and customer focused.
Knowledge about the motivation factors is of great value and may serve as a starting point of work
re-design, in order to increase employees’ satisfaction and organization’s productivity (Wiley, 1997).
In this chapter we have seen that organizations face major shifts in the design of company structures.
The hierarchical structures are replaced by more flat structures. Taking Wiley’s claim into account it
seems legitimate to take a closer look at motivation.
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CH. II: Motivation
Organizations ability to motivate employees could determine the success or failure of that
organization (Bergmann & Scarpello, 2001). Smith (1994) even said that managers need to motivate
employees in order to survive as a company. In other words, for companies it is very important to
know what factors motivate employees and how to influence that. Besides, it is of great value to
know if all employees are motivated by the same factor or that it differs a lot, all in order to
maximize performance efficiently. In every organisation, employees are involved in creating products
and/or services. The relationship between people and their work is researched by multiple academic
disciplines such as psychology, sociology, education, political science, and economics. In the last five
decades, the industrial and organizational psychology has emerged, which has a primary goal to
make organizations more productive (SIOP, 2017). Studying motivation is an essential part of
industrial and organizational psychology and concepts like need, motive, and goal are more
frequently used than concepts like capability, ability and skill (Vroom, 1995).
In this chapter the concept motivation will be explained. Human motivation is a complex and wellstudied field. Therefore, there are many different definitions of motivation that can be found in all of
the literature. Besides, most theories formulated about this subject are still influential in
organisational behaviour.
2.1

Different types of motivation?

One of the many definitions of motivation is an entity that compelled one to action (Forgas, Williams
and Laham, 2005). Other definitions are; a predisposition to behave in a purposive manner to achieve
specific, unmet needs (Buford, Bedeian, & Lindner, 1995); an internal drive to satisfy an unsatisfied
need (Higgins, 1994); the will to achieve (Bedeian, 1993); the degree to which an individual wants
and chooses to engage in certain specified behaviours (Mitchell 1982); and to be moved to do
something (Deci, 2000)
There tends to be a general consensus on two parts of the definition: motivation is goal directed
(Lawler, 1994;) (Denhardt et al., 2008) and motivation is environmentally dependent (Pettinger,
1996). In relation to this Westerman and Donoghue (1989) have their own definition of motivation
which captures both parts mentioned above: "…a set of processes which energize a person's
behaviour and direct him or her towards attaining some goal, or put more simply getting people to do
willingly and well those things which have to be done." (p.89)
In order to be as specific as possible, the term motivation has to be narrowed down to work
motivation. This because of the fact that I want to impact the motivation of employees related to
their work. When you put the process of motivation in an organizational environment the definition
of work motivation emerges (Steers & Porter,1991). This means that the definition of Westerman
and Donoghue(1989) could be transformed into a work motivation definition if we put it in an
organizational context; "…a set of processes which energize a person's behaviour and direct him or
her towards attaining organizational goals……”
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Motivation itself can be split up in two types based on the different reasons or goals that give rise to
an action (Deci & Ryan, 1985). The two types are intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. On the one hand,
intrinsic motivation is defined as the doing of an activity for its inherent satisfactions rather than for
some separable consequence (Deci & Ryan, 2000). An intrinsically motivated person is motivated to
do something because of the fun or the challenge its brings along. On the other hand, extrinsic
motivation is a construct that pertains whenever an activity is done in order to attain some separable
outcome(Deci & Ryan, 1985). Extrinsic motivation thus is the contrast of intrinsic motivation, which is
about doing an activity just for the enjoyment or challenge of the activity itself. Intrinsic motivation is
the one you need to strive for.
2.2

Motivation theories

Maslow and Herzberg developed two theories which are still forming the basis for current
motivational theories, since they make a clear distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Maslow (1943) states in his hierarchy of needs theory that there are at least five sets of goals, which
are called the basic needs, namely: physiological, safety, love, esteem and self-actualization. When
the first, physiological, need is satisfied the next “higher-order need” has to be satisfied, ultimately
leading to satisfying the self-actualization need.
Herzberg (1959) categorised motivation into two sets of factors: motivators and hygiene. Hygiene
factors do not motivate employees, however, they may reduce the extent of dissatisfaction
experienced by the individuals. That means if these factors are not present, or are mismanaged, they
may cause dissatisfaction on the job. The other set of factors, called motivators, satisfies a person's
need for self-actualisation in his/her job and, therefore, leads to positive feelings towards the work.
The two factors cannot be treated as opposites from each other.
It can be stated, that the motivator needs of Herzberg are very similar to the higher-order needs in
Maslow’s Theory of Needs (Furnham, Forde and Ferrari 1998). The motivator and the higher order
needs refer to intrinsic motivation. The hygiene factors and the lower order needs refer to extrinsic
motivation.
The expectancy theory, comes from Victor Vroom(1964) . This model of Vroom forms the basis for
probably the most influential work motivation framework. It is one of the most widely reproduced
models of work motivation (Humphreys, 2004). According to Vroom, individuals try to predict the
future. In his theory there are three attributes of motivation: valence/rewards,
instrumentality/performance, and expectancy/effort. Valence is the strength of the desire for the
perceived outcome. Instrumentality is how likely it is that by completing certain steps, the desired
outcome will be achieved. Expectancy is the overall belief that you are capable in achieving the
desired outcomes. All three attributes combined lead to the level of motivation a person
experiences.
Porter and Lawler’s (1968) wrote their version of the expectancy theory. They recognized that the
relationships apparent in Vroom’s model were more complex.
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Figure 2; Expectancy theory (Porter and Lawler, 1968)

In figure 2, the three attributes effort, performance and rewards can be found which were
introduced by Vroom (1964). However in this model of Porter and Lawler we can see that it is more
complex than just the three attributes itself. The main elements in this model are effort,
performance, and satisfaction.
Effort refers to the amount of energy an employee exerts on a given task. How much effort an
employee will put in a task is determined by two factors: (1) value of reward and (2) perception of
effort-reward probability.
The effort of an individual leads to his/her performance. However, the level of performance has to
do with the ability and role perception of the individual. In other words, performance can be low
even when the amount of effort is high.
Performance leads to satisfaction. The level of (dis)satisfaction depends on if the actual rewards are
higher or lower than the perceived equitable rewards.
At this point, the following concepts related to work motivation have been named; effort, individual
abilities/perceptions, goal directed behaviour, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation/rewards,
satisfaction, and perceived equity. This, however is not complete yet. The model of Porter and Lawler
(1968) can be expanded with the help of the motivation, leadership, and personality literature, to
reach a more complete version of the motivation process.
As said in the introduction, the interaction between leader and follower is rarely taken into account
in most of the work motivation theories. This while we currently know that there is evidence that this
reciprocal relationship between leaders and followers influences follower effort, satisfaction,
commitment, and performance. (Lowe, Kroeck, & Sivasubramaniam, 1996; Podsakoff, MacKenzie,
Moorman, & Fetter, 1990; Yammarino, Spangler, & Bass, 1993) In the article ‘Leadership and
Temperament Congruence: Extending the Expectancy Model of Work Motivation’ (Humphreys, 2004)
the leader-follower relationship is a vital part of the model. Due to that, they are significantly
different than previous work motivation theories. For that specific reason I want to analyse the
model of Humphreys.
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2.3

Personality type and temperament

Before taking a closer look at the model an introduction into temperament and personality type has
to be made. This for the mere fact, that temperament plays a major role in the model.
First of all, an explanation of the definition ‘personality’ is needed. Salvatore Maddi’s definition is as
follows; Personality is a stable set of characteristics and tendencies that determine those
commonalities and differences in the psychological behaviour (thoughts, feelings, and actions) of
people that have continuity in time and that may not be easily understood as the sole result of the
social and biological pressures of the moment* (Maddi, 1980; p 34)
In the 1920s it all started when personality type was being explored by scientists and philosophers.
Psychiatrist Carl Jung (1921) wrote Psychological Types during that time, which is the basis for
today’s Personality type model.
Jung was the first person who would combine the different viewpoints of his colleagues into the
same model. Jung defined his fundamental concepts of the extraverted and introverted attitudes. He
declared that some people orient more to the outside world; Extraverted (E). These people energize
themselves by interacting with the outer world. On the other hand, others orient more on their
inside world; Introverted (I). These people energize by more reflective activities. ExtraversionIntroversion is the first dichotomy.
Jung realized that not only introversion or extraversion made people different from each other. It is
also important to consider in what mental or cognitive processes people were engaging in. Jung
(1920) explained four cognitive processes. In every mental act at least one of these four cognitive
processes is used. The four processes are divided in two major groups, one is perception and the
other is judgment. Perception is about answering the question how you prefer to take in new
information. Judgement is about how you prefer to make decisions.
Perception is the process of becoming aware of something. How do we gather information? This
process is an irrational process since the awareness comes to us and not vice versa. There are two
kinds of perception, Sensation (S) and INtuition (N). Sensation is becoming aware of tangible
information, such as facts. Intuition is becoming aware of intangible information, it is a way of
acquiring information without having the proof of it being so. Both Sensing and Intuiting can be done
in the extraverted and introverted world.
The other process identified by Jung is judgment. This is a process of organizing, evaluating, and
coming to conclusions. This is a more rational process. There are again two kinds of judgment,
Thinking (T) and Feeling (F). Thinking is more objective way of reasoning (based on facts) whereas
feeling is more a subjective (based on values) way of reasoning. Again, both can be used in either the
extraverted and introverted world.
At this point we have described eight personality types. All possible combinations this far are:
EST,ESF,ENT,ENF,IST,ISF,INT,INF. However it is not complete yet. Isabel Myers and Katherine Briggs
(1943) expanded the model. They added a fourth dichotomy, the Judging (J)-Perceiving(P)
dichotomy
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The reasoning was that if people live their lives using their preferred judging process (Thinking or
Feeling), they would be more likely to want to structure their lives according to a plan. On the other
hand if they prefer the perceiving process (sensing or Intuiting), they would be more likely to want to
see what a situation brings and keep options open.
At this point we have four dichotomies, see figure 3 below. The first and the last dichotomies are
attitudes and the second and the third are, as mentioned before
are mental/cognitive processes. A very important notice is that
these dichotomies are complementary. An example can be given
with the second dichotomy on how people receive information.
Let’s say a person has a preference for receiving information on
an intuitive basis. In other words his N is dominant in the
dichotomy, but it is impossible for this person not to receive
information in a sensing way. In short, a person always receives
information both ways but there is a preference for every person
in one of the two. This is the same for every other dichotomy,
they co-exist.

Figure 3; Four dichotomies

At this point we can define ones temperament. David Keirsey,
has played an important role in defining the four temperaments. In his book ‘Please understand me’
(Keirsey, 1984), he has made observations that have allowed him to combine two of the four sets of
preferences, into four distinct temperament categories. From ones personality type we can retrieve
its temperament. This because, each of the sixteen personality types fits into one of these
temperaments categories:
-

SJ “The Guardians” ; Guardians pride themselves on being dependable and hard working.
They tend to be dutiful, humble, and focused on credentials and traditions. As such, they are
concerned citizens who trust authority, seek security, prize gratitude, and dream of meting
out justice.

-

SP “The Artisans” ; Artisans tend to be fun loving, optimistic, realistic, and focused on the
here and now. They pride themselves on being unconventional, bold, and spontaneous. As
such, they trust their impulses; seek stimulation, prize freedom, and dream of mastering
action skills.

-

NT “The Rationals” ; Rationals tend to be pragmatic, sceptical, self-contained, and focused
on problem solving and systems analysis. They pride themselves on being ingenious,
independent, and strong willed. As such, they are even-tempered; they trust logic, yearn for
achievement, seek knowledge, prize technology, and dream of understanding how the world
works.

-

NF “The Idealists” ; Idealists are enthusiastic; they trust their intuition, prize meaningful
relationships, and dream of attaining wisdom. They pride themselves on being kind-hearted
and authentic. As such, they tend to be giving, trusting, spiritual, and focused on human
potentials.

If your personality type is INFP, you would have the temperament of ‘the idealist’.
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CH. III: Analysis of the motivational model of Humphreys

Figuur 4; Humphreys motivational model (2004)

The expectancy theory(Vroom, 1964; Porter and Lawler, 1968) forms the basis for Humphreys’
model. One can find the basic terms effort, individual abilities/skills, goal directed behaviour, intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation and rewards, satisfaction, and perceived equity in figure 4. These terms can
be found in the models of Vroom, and Porter & Lawler as well. Humphreys however, builds upon
these terms, he adds multiple concepts. “The task is immense but we believe that a more complete
framework of work motivation simply cannot be represented without the inclusion of the following
six constructs.” (Humphreys, 2004; p. 64):
•
•

•

•

Follower self-concept (orientation, values, self-image, work identity and, social/cultural
norms). Needs, wants, and desires are generated by ones self-concept.
Follower motivational development. This concept is about that individuals move through
different stages of motivation in time. This is where I make a first link to sports. Professional
athletes are a good example, I think all athletes started to participate in their sport because
they love to do it as a kid. Over time these athletes might as well, or fully become motivated
to do the sport to get a certain status, or find personal fulfilment for example. People
change over time and therefore it is very likely that their motivational reasons do as well.
Task complexity has an important role in the leader follower relationship. Follower brings
their skills and abilities to a task and the leader has to set feasible goals and objective with
the ‘material’ available for a specific task.
Leadership responsibility. In this model there are two types of responsibilities, both related
to congruency; “responsible for”, and “responsible to”. This will be explained later.
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•

•

Congruency. Lord and Brown (2001: 135) declare: ‘leadership works best when there is a
match between the identity level of followers and the focus of leaders.’ Ehrhart & Klein
(2001: 155) state that there must be a “congruency” between a leader’s communication and
a follower’s values. This concept is according to Humphreys crucial and missing from
previous models. In this model a leader must try to find congruency between organizational
goals and follower skills/abilities. Besides that type of congruency, really transformational
leaders try to find congruency attempt to match behaviours, communication, and rewards
with the needs and desires of the follower. This last process is stated as very complex
(Mumford, 2000:326). This is where the article introduces the construct temperament.
Temperament. Because this term is so important, a detailed introduction is necessary. The
term temperament has its roots in personality type literature. In the next part both
personality type and temperament are explained.

The model consists of three parts, figure 5, figure 6, and figure 7.
In this first part of the model (figure 5) Humphreys makes clear that tensions, needs, wants, and
desires are a result of the self-concept and, at least to some, determined by one’s temperament.
Individuals have different temperaments and therefore the needs hierarchy can differ from person to
person. There is no need hierarchy that fits all. These needs can also change over time as we said
earlier because of the motivational development. Most other models go from follower needs
directly to effort, this model however believes that effort is encapsulated by task complexity and
temperament congruence (figure 6).
The term ‘effort’ is located in the centre of the second sub-model. On the left side of this sub-model
is the term ‘task complexity’. Underneath task complexity is the set of skills, abilities, interests, and
self-efficacies that a follower brings to a particular task. The leader must set organizational goals and
match these goals with the set of skills, abilities, etc., of the follower. If the task is very complex, it is
harder to make this match. When the leader is able to match, effort will increase, whereas a
mismatch diminishes effort. This means that there must be congruency between organization goals
and follower skills/abilities in order to increase effort. The leader is responsible for this type of
congruency.

Figure 5; Sub model A

Figure 6; Sub model B
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The ‘responsible to’ type of congruence is the other, and more innovative one when it comes to
motivational models. It is located at the right part of the second sub-model(figure 6). By now we
know that every person has his/her own temperament. When the temperament of the leader and
follower is the same, we can easily talk about congruence. This because of the simple fact that both
speak the same ‘language’, and therefore naturally match. To be more specific, in this case leader
and follower tend to act and react in the same way. This makes it for the leader easier to understand
how this follower would react on his or her actions. The challenge arises when leader and follower
have different temperament and therefore speak a different ‘language’. This is the point where the
leader has the responsibility to notice and understand the different temperament of the follower.
After that the leader has to be able to speak the ‘language’ of the follower. If the leader is capable of
doing so, we can talk about dyadic temperament congruence. At that point effort of the follower will
increase. In other words the leader is trying to match his/her ‘language’ with the ‘language’ of the
follower. And again, a match will increase effort, whereas a mismatch will decrease effort.
Transformational leaders go beyond matching goals and skills. They are able to match behaviour,
communication, and rewards with the needs and desires of individual followers. The leader has the
responsibility to, first understand the follower’s temperament and second, communicate with one’s
temperament.
“By offering communication, behaviours, and feedback congruent
with the follower’s temperament, enhanced effort emerges from
the follower environment as goal directed behaviour” (Humphreys,
2004; p.73) (Figure 7). From goal directed behaviour the third submodel goes to rewards. In a team it is likely to have different
temperaments, the rewards also need to be congruent with
followers temperament. Humphreys states that when doing that
properly, the leader has increased the likelihood that the follower
will see the reward as fair/equitable and appropriate, and
therefore be satisfied (Humphreys, 2004).
In short, figure 6 is the core part of Humphreys’ model, this part is
about creating congruence. Figure 5 is more explaining the
individual in general and forms a basic, whereas figure 7 is about
maintaining congruency.

Figure 7; Sub model C

I agree on the model in general, because it embraces the most influential motivational theories and
even goes beyond that. The core addition of temperament congruence instinctively makes sense.
Besides researchers Lord and Brown (2001; p. 135) declare: “leadership works best when there is a
match between the identity level of followers and the focus of leaders”. This addition of congruency
into the model is very promising, however it lacks the ability for the reader to practically implement.
Looking at the model it seems very straightforward. Dyadic temperament congruence leads to an
increase in effort, but how is this done? The framework for the part on temperament congruence is
not specific enough to be constructive for the model. Therefore I want to elaborate on this.
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CH. IV: Working with different temperaments
4.1

Sport and Managament

To elaborate on temperament I want to take a closer look into the sports literature and link that to
management literature. This because the sports literature is more familiar with that concept. In order
to do that, I want to validate this link by mentioning the similarities between sports and business
with the help of Jones (2002).
In the article “Performance Excellence: A Personal Perspective on the Link Between Sport and
Business” (Jones, 2002), Jones comes up with several commonalities and links between sport and
business. They are encapsulated within five major areas:
-

Organizational issues; lack of resources, poor communication, and failure to delegate.

-

Stress; “levels of stress in companies that would rival the most extreme levels I have come
across in elite sport, and with potentially more catastrophic consequences at organizational,
team, and personal levels.”

-

Leadership; performance targets are unlikely to be achieved in the absence of effective
leadership, which forms a solid foundation for success in both organizational and sport
context.

-

One-to-one coaching/consulting; Stress management, confidence, motivation, and focus are
well-documented in the literature as being key to performance in sport (Hardy et al., 1996).
According to Jones these things are also key to business performance, particularly among the
highest levels of leadership and management. Obviously, I fully agree with her on this part.

From a team member perspective, I think it is most valid to link high performance teams to top sport
teams. For high performance teams (HPT) everything should be perfect in order to perform to the
fullest potential. Fundamental characteristics like setting high standards, focus on the common goal
and setting clear roles and responsibilities are very important in HPT in both sports and business.
One of the important learning points from sport relates to the countless examples of highperformance teams with reputably the best individual talent and ability which have fallen short of
performance expectations. High-performing teams, therefore, do not necessarily have the best
individual talent and ability available, which means that other variables—such as motivation,
respect, responsibility, and communication—are of paramount importance. (Jones, 2002) This
previous argument of Jones explains my thesis title ‘Temperament congruence, a crucial ability when
leading high performance teams’. Temperament congruence is an ability which could be the success
factor of an high-performance team. Therefore managers at least must be aware of this concept and
be able to apply it.
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4.2

Two models explained

Peter Murphy and Jan Huijbers wrote a book on ‘Totaal coachen’(total coaching) (Murphy and
Huijbers, 2006), which is all about interaction and behaviour of coach (leader) and athlete (follower)
based on temperaments. Before working towards a tool for every temperament Murphy and
Huijbers introduce two things. First the
Temperament Circle (Beerens, 2000), and
Core needs
second the logical levels model (Robert
Dilts,1980).
Values &
In figure 8 on the right we can see the
temperament circle. This is model is a tool
to be able to gain trust between leader and
follower. For every temperament the
content of the four aspects is different. For
a manager it is key to respect the core
needs of the individual, keep his values and
beliefs in mind, and coach him on his
talents. As a manager you will gain trust and
are able to connect with him, when done
properly. The content for these
temperament circles will be discussed in the
next part.

Beliefs
Talents
Behavioural
preferences

Figure 8; Temperament circle (Beerens, 2000)

In the book ‘Total coaching’ the model of the Logical Levels
of Robert Dilts is introduced and linked to temperament. In
figure 9 the ‘Logical Levels model’ of Robert Dilts is shown. It
has some similarities with the hierarchy of needs model. The
layers build upon each other. Level 1 describes the situation.
Level 2 refers to what people say and do within the
environment. Level 3 includes the competencies that direct
people’s behaviour in the environment. Level 4 answers the
question why people do what they do? Level 5 is the sense
of people’s role, and level 6 answers the question ‘what
Figure 9; Logical Levels Model (Dilts, 1980)
for’? This is the overall purpose, greater than themselves.
Every temperament type has different core needs, and therefore the purpose in life differs as well
per temperament. The challenge is to align core needs of the follower with the objectives of the
company. After you gain trust by understanding the temperament circle of each temperament, you
will only need to speak the ‘language’ of the follower to truly motivate him.
When you want to change something as manager, according to the logical levels model you have to
work top-down, to change the behaviour or mentality of the follower, you have to find the gate to
his/her motives, intentions, values, and beliefs. This is because of the fact that a tension arises when
a person has to change something. It takes courage to let go the old habits and try something new.
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This courage can only be found at the top of the pyramid. “This is the place where dreams are first
made, second believed, and third accomplished” (Murphy& Huijbers ; p. 35).
At this point I have mentioned multiple theories and models. The next step is the practical
implementation. How should managers communicate with their followers and find congruency.
Murphy and Huijbers mention some capabilities that the different temperaments like to see in their
manager. I have put these capabilities in table 1. This gives an insight in what different
temperaments like to see in their manager. When a manager knows the temperament of an
individual, he might approach him differently than he would normally do, in order to connect more
to the individual.
Table 1

SP Artisanst

SJ Guardians

NT Rationals

NF Idealists

Directness

Responsibility

Vision

Charisma

Pragmatism

Consistence

Intelligence

Integrity

Craftiness

Careful

Independency

Creativity

Risk-taking

Mutual respect

Overview

Inspiration

Efficiency

Organizing

Clarity

Extensive

Artistic

Thoroughness

Notion

Enthusiasm

Tactical force

Logistic force

Strategic force

Diplomatic force

In the next part all temperaments and methods to communicate with these temperaments will be
discussed in more detail, for the upcoming part I used the book of Murphy and Huijbers ( ……).
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4.3

Communicating with artisans

Artisans focus on the here and now. They have a seize the day mentality and need freedom to
operate to be creative. With their flexibility as priority they give in to the impulses around them.
However, they do not see themselves as volatile, or risky, because they think that their impulses are
almost always right. Artisans have exceptionally keen senses, and love working with their hands.
They seem right at home with tools, instruments, and vehicles of all kinds, and their actions are
usually aimed at getting them where they want to go, and as quickly as possible. Thus artisans will
strike off boldly down roads that others might consider risky or impossible, doing whatever it takes,
rules or no rules, to accomplish their goals. This devil-may-care attitude also gives the Artisans a
winning way with people, and they are often irresistibly charming with family, friends, and coworkers.
Artisans are easily bored and love to make fun, seek excitement, have variety and be stimulated.
They can do many activities at the same time, both physically and mentally. They are always moving
to avoid boredom. They want to impress others by being perceived as unpredictable. Outperforming
others in results gives Artisans a kick. They seek for direct success and want to be seen for that, if
not, they will keep on pushing until they get a response from someone. In essence, they are
performance that seek admiration from the audience. There is only one condition, they need to feel
comfortable in a situation to start performing. Improvising comes naturally with Artisans.
Because of the fact that Artisans live in the here and now, it makes them able to quickly adapt to
whatever group they are in. Therefore often a comparison with a chameleon is made. They work on
projects from a perspective of comradery. They preferably surround themselves with companions or
‘brothers’, however after finishing a project they have no difficulty in breaking contact with them.
They move on, always looking for the next adventure.
Artisans are contextual thinkers, a theoretical underpinning is hard for them. They are very practical
and want to solve problems; ‘Give me a mess, and when you give me freedom, I will solve it’. They
recognize situation quickly, define the problem, come to conclusions and move on to the next
problem. In doing so they are very persuasive. Artisans are born negotiators because they how far
people are prepared to go, they have no difficulties in reading body language of others.
Above all, Artisans need to be free to do what they wish, when they wish. They resist being tied or
bound or confined or obligated; they would rather not wait, or save, or store, or live for tomorrow. In
the Artisan view, today must be enjoyed, for tomorrow never comes.
The temperament circle of artisans.
•
•
•
•

Core needs: Freedom to operate, possibility to have influence
Values and beliefs: comradery, variation, performing, action, direct adventure, excitement,
stimuli
Talents: Solving problems, negotiator, tactful, contextual thinking, variety, crisis-manager,
adapt, promote
Behavioural preferences: kind, spontaneous, restless, impulsive, here and now, quick
reacting, risk taking, improvising, cynical, story teller, focused on influence.
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Mutual trust appears when a manager is able to create ‘brotherly’ relationship with the artisan. In
this relationship the artisan must get his freedom to operate in situations he is involved in. Only
focus on direction of projects, let him do the rest. Because of his impulsiveness he can be blunt,
accept this with a smile or draw a clear line. His impatience wants him to see direct results, therefore
make short-term objectives. These objectives should be challenging enough to trigger and inspire the
artisan, and because of his need to have influence you give him influence in creating the objectives or
even the whole project. Action is important as well, so don’t explain to much, just say what needs to
be done. Let him learn through experience, and preferable create the experiences that make him
learn the aspects you want him to learn. Feedback can be best given shortly after the project or
experience, most ideally at a time that he prefers. Make sure you see his actions and appreciate him
for this.
In short; how to deal with artisans:
-

Present information concrete and detailed
Be practical
Give concrete examples
Be short and clear
Go straight towards the goal
Use ‘brother’ language

Classical managerial questions for artisan (core need; freedom):
-

When do you really feel free?
What can improve that?
Who or what is obstructing that?
What exactly is the obstruction?
What would help you most?
How can we achieve that?

(un)conscious questions in the heads of Artisans:
-

Is there room in this team for me to make an impact?
Will I have the freedom to act as I see fit?
What's in it for everyone to be on this team?
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4.4

Communicating with Guardians

For Guardians carrying responsibilities and ‘being necessary’ are most important to them. They are
100 percent reliable and work hard to fulfil their duties and meet expectations of others. They need
recognition from family, relatives, and/or team. Being locked out of a group is one of their biggest
fears.
Guardians take care of the people important to them, taking care of others is for them second
nature. They see themselves as guardians of traditions and history and provide comfortable manners
to their fellow group members that give stability. They appreciate loyalty and trustworthy both by
others and themselves and approach life in a structured way, which is prepared in the right order and
very precisely. Therefore they prefer a structured setting. Experience has taught them that step-bystep procedures lead to getting things done properly. For guardians a method should ideally be
repeatable, with clear guidelines and rules. Rules are there for a reason, if everyone would follow
them, everything would be fine and work smoothly. They sometimes worry that respect for
authority, even a fundamental sense of right and wrong, is being lost. They want hierarchy, a clear
chain of command, that prescribes who is responsible for what. Roles and responsibilities need to be
clearly defined, so that everyone knows its duty.
Guardians are sequential thinkers. They walk through procedures step-by-step. They are annoyed by
unorganized meetings. They are extremely good in controlling data and administering details,
resulting in them being great organisers. They are extremely talented is logistics. ‘ I may be a control
freak and critical, but every detail simply must be executed correctly.’
Guardians like to see things work according to plan, still they now that life is unpredictable. They
don’t like wasting time, money and resources. For that reason a good preparation is key for a
guardian. On the one hand they may focus too much on things that are uncontrollable, on the other
hand this makes them well aware of potential risks.
Guardians are materialistic and treat their possessions carefully. They protect their beloved ones and
want to cover their needs. The interest of the team is placed first. If the team is attacked, or if they
don’t feel part of it, it will result in stress. This because of the fact that they want to be part of
something. Besides, lack of respect for authority, disobedience, and bending or breaking rules or
agreements lead to stress as well. First they will complain about this, followed by anger and
ultimately leading to withdrawal.
The temperament circle of guardians.
•

Core needs: membership/being part of something, responsibility, duty

•

Values and beliefs: survival of the team, stability, hierarchical procedures, safety, rules,
conformity

•

Talents: Stabilisator, logistics, calculating, sequential thinking, protecting, taking care, rule
maker, supervising

•

Behavioural preferences: Structured, trustworthy, estimative, control freak, focused on past,
responsible, careful, fatalistic, comparing, common language, creates stable environment
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Because of the fact that membership and safety are crucial values for guardians you should create a
well-organised stable setting where everybody knows his place. Resulting in him accepting your
authority. To coach guardians you should focus for a long time on the basics. These basics helps him
to achieve successes. When providing feedback, talk about specific results, but don’t give too much
at once. Acknowledge his contributions to the team to make him feel better.
Give clear, specific guidelines for projects and the development of the team, he will take care of the
realization. Guardians need minimal supervision. Make sure to him that all the effort will lead to
noticeable results, because that is all that matters.
In short; How to deal with Guardians:
-

Present all information step by step
Give practical information
Give concrete examples
Be short and clear
Go straight towards the goal
Use normal language

Classical managerial questions for guardian (core need: membership)
-

When do you really feel part of the team?
What can improve that?
Who or what is obstructing that?
What exactly is the obstruction?
What would help you most?
How can we achieve that?

(un)conscious questions in the heads of Guardians:
-

What will I be responsible for?
Do I have a place in this team?
Will these team members do their part?
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4.5

Communicating with Rationals

Rationals are the problem solving temperament, particularly if the problem has to do with the many
complex systems that make up the world around us. They will analyse them to understand how they
work, so they can figure out how to make them work better. Rationals are calm, focused on
themselves, and can puzzle others. They sometimes seem absent and detached, as if they are not
able to show affection. This however, does not mean that they don’t have emotions. In contrary,
underneath their calm appearance the tensions can rise to enormous heights when trying to control
their emotions. Emotions makes them feel out of control, this because of the fact that there is no
system in emotions. They have a great desire in predicting and controlling upcoming events.
Rationals are strategists that naturally focus on the long term.
Rationals find their self-esteem in seeing and being seen as ingenious. Related to this, they find
their self-respect in their sense of autonomy. Their preferred mood or state is that
of being calm. They trust above all, reason. They yearn for achievement, and seek knowledge. And
ultimately the knowledge they seek about what things are like, how they function, and therefore,
how to make them function better. Rationals prize deference. This is not so much praise for
themselves as clever people, but praise for their creations, and interest in those creations. In this,
they can be easily disappointed, not because others value the end result enough, but because they
cannot see the complexity behind the specific outcome.
Rationals are deliberate thinkers and speakers, who don’t accept that categories intersect. Their
systems rest on making refined distinctions. They control discussions and win them by focusing on
thoroughness and formulating probability calculations. For rationals nothing is 100 percent sure,
therefore he has experienced too often that he had to change his systems. Despite all the knowledge
of rationals, they remain doubtful because they do not understand the universe as a whole. They are
still working on that with their findings, experiments, and logic.
All rationals are perfectionists , which might lead to fear of failure. Desiring perfection leads to
disappointments. This fear of failure is linked to the task and not to persons. Rationals see
themselves as competent and want to show it to others, therefore they overcome fear of failure in
order to master a specific task.
Rationals experience stress when they feel incompetent or powerless. They lose conceptual
oversight and become extremely vulnerable and emotional. Ultimately it can lead to distrust.
Presenting a new project can be a solution in overcoming this problem. The rational can focus on this
new product, all in order to make them feel competent again.
The temperament circle of guardians.
•

Core needs: mastery, self-control, knowledge, competence

•

Values and beliefs: quality-circle, logical consistence, scientific tested, intelligence, ultimate
truth, theory, idea, progression

•

Talents: designing, classifying in categories, ordering/guiding, analyse, strategic, visionary,
see differences
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•

Behavioural preferences: making hypothesis, theoretical, logics, critical, focused inwards,
perfectionistic, problem-solver, analytical, inventing, sceptical, precise language

Mutual trust appears when you make clear that the team needs the clarity of mind, knowledge, skills,
capabilities, and strategic understanding of the individual. Let him speak for the team. Besides,
explain why you chose a specific method, because he won’t sleep before he understands it. Explain
your vision of coaching and give an overview on the long-term trajectory. He will appreciate this and
accept your authority. For feedback focus on facts and data, he prefers that over personal matters.
Present everything logically and acknowledge his intelligence and competencies.
Give him space and time to think and analyse. Focus on the bigger picture.
In short; How to deal with rational:
-

Provide the bigger picture
Let him digest all information in his own tempo
Stay focused on the bigger picture and shed light on differences
Speak abstract, symbolic, and creative
Respect his/her reservation

Classical managerial questions for rational (core need: understanding, knowledge)
-

When do you really feel capable?
What can improve that?
Who or what is obstructing that?
What exactly is the obstruction?
What would help you most?
How can we achieve that?

(un)conscious questions in the heads of Rationals:
-

Is there room for my area of expertise?
Do I have the competence required?
Are these people competent?
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4.6

Communicating with Idealists

Idealists see life as a journey, a discovery journey in which he wants to reach his best possible self.
Central in his journey is purpose, identity, self-development, authenticity, ethics, and a meaningful
life. An idealist wants to make a difference, he wants to leave tracks, make history. Idealists are
seeking to the meaning of existence in general and of themselves in particularly. Everything they do,
must have a meaning, otherwise it is useless. One of their biggest fears is being average, ordinary.
They believe that every individual can contribute to the well-being of the world, and see this as an
obligation.
Idealists believe in the human potential. They see opportunities in every individual and want to help
these individuals to reach this potential. With deep empathic abilities they are able to focus on the
strengths of others and find words to make the other feel special. Although idealists are catalysts of
self-development for others they can be extremely harsh to themselves.
Idealists are sure that friendly cooperation is the best way for people to achieve their goals. Conflict
and confrontation upset. Idealists dream of creating harmonious relations, and they have a unique
talent for helping people get along with each other and work together for the good of all. The real,
practical world is only a starting place for Idealists; they believe that life is filled with possibilities
waiting to be realized, rich with meanings calling out to be understood. This idea of a mystical or
spiritual dimension to life, the "not visible" or the "not yet" that can only be known through intuition
or by a leap of faith, is far more important to Idealists than the world of material things.
When an idealists meets someone that is dishonest, clowns around, lies, or betrays him, he will
notice. On top of that he can’t stand it. On the other hand if someone his true to himself, the idealist
wants to truly connect. Inspirational individuals are key to their existence. Idealists are great
listeners, and interpreters of feelings. For that reason they are perfect peacemakers.
An idealist is always focused on the future, always exploring ideas. They are very curious, and
therefore love new theories and abstracts. They preferably learn in a flexible environment with
inspiring teachers that give positive feedback.
Useless work activities, conversations without purpose, unseen details in day-to-day life, poverty,
failed dreams and ideals, and getting betrayed are leading to stress. In these situations they will,
most likely, put on a mask and play a role. Their optimism and enthusiasm will disappear.
The temperament circle of idealists.
•

Core needs: unique identity, self-actualization, purpose

•

Values and beliefs: relations (empathy), unity, ethics, moral, idealised meaningful world,
supportive collaboration

•

Talents: Catalyst, diplomacy, explaining, coherent thinking, consult, reveal, compare,
romantic idealist

•

Behavioural preferences: searching for harmony, purpose, kind, involved, appreciative,
descriptive, future-oriented, inspiring, empathy, fantasy, credulous, global language
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Mutual trust appears when the idealists notices that you are honest. This practically means that you
have to be completely yourself to gain his trust. Otherwise he will notice it. When you are honest he
will be very cooperative. Accept the moments when he is unclear, because of his sensitivity, with a
smile or make sure that he can be a bit more concrete.
His most important values are related to ethics, self-actualization, and meaningfulness for others,
you can ask him for advice. He will be flattered and his confidence will grow. In team meetings you
can ‘use’ him as inspiration for others, and catalyst for group processes. You can consider him as
medicine for potential group conflicts, which sometimes need to be resolved.
Give often feedback, be yourself, warm and positive and acknowledge his unicity.
Idealists need a personal leader which he sees regularly. He wants to get to know the bigger picture,
you should provide this and makes sure that he won’t miss any details, because an idealist can be
very unpractical.
In short; dealing with idealists:
-

Provide the bigger picture
Let him digest all information in his own tempo
Stay focused on the bigger picture and shed light on links
Speak abstract, symbolic, and creative
Respect his/her reservation

Classical managerial questions for Idealist (core need: harmony)
-

When do you experience harmony?
What can improve that?
Who or what is obstructing that?
What exactly is the obstruction?
What would help you most?
How can we achieve that?

(un)conscious questions in the heads of Idealists:
-

Is there a purpose in this work?
Do I have a meaningful role in this team?
Can I count on others?
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Conclusion
One of the latest trends within companies is a focus on creating agile teams with competent leaders.
Motivation is a crucial factor for team effort and employee motivation; ‘the ability of organizations to
motivate employees could determine the success or failure of that organization’ (Bergmann &
Scarpello, 2001). Although there is a tremendous amount of literature and research in methods to
motivate people, human motivation will always be an individual matter. Every individual has
different motives and purposes in life and managers must pay attention to them. That underlines the
importance of work motivation. This does not mean that all knowledge gathered so far is irrelevant. I
present in this thesis a model of the work motivation process by Humphreys, the model introduces
temperament as work motivation catalyst. Enhanced follower motivation requires a certain ability of
leaders. A leader must be able to understand the followers temperament and speak the language of
that specific follower to align group targets with his/her core needs. If the manager knows the
individual temperament and has the capability to speak with the temperaments, motivation and
therefore performance of the individual and the team will increase.
To reach the fullest potential of a team performance, all aspects to improve this performance have to
be accounted for. This thesis is especially applicable for high-performance teams. The ability for a
team manager to engage in dyadic relationships is crucial. This seems to be a tall order and some
might suggest an unrealistic one. I disagree. In this thesis I explained all temperaments and provided
starting points when dealing with all four temperaments by making a link to sports literature. Leaders
must understand themselves and their followers and effectively diagnose the leader/follower
congruency, as well as the situation, ultimately resulting in enhanced follower motivation. By doing
so he will maximize team performance from a motivational point of view.

Contributions, Limitations and Future Research
My research goal was to work towards a practical tool for managers to increase team effort. This by
taking a closer look at the leader follower relationship and its relation to motivation. I did come up
with a practical tool for managers to increase follower effort. Therefore, Humphreys’ model is now
easier to implement in organizational context.
Temperament congruence is extensively introduced in this thesis and should form basic knowledge
for managers. Especially those who lead a High Performance Team.
Another contribution of this thesis is the integration of the motivation, leadership, sports and
personality psychology literatures. The ideas generated by each of these fields are interrelated and
crucial to the development of a more complete model, and therefore a completer approach.
Hopefully the most important contribution will be the stimulation of empirical research. Now that I
provided both a theoretical and practical framework, research must show the actual effects. Untill
now, very few empirical data is known on the results within a business context.
A limitation of this thesis is the fact that the temperament of an individual can be found through a
questionnaire which is not always correct. The percentages are high when taking the right
questionnaire but still, it is not always correct. This can lead to a misfit in approaching style of the
manager towards a wrong-assessed follower. Besides, managers might feel overconfident and fill in
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the temperament of a follower, without taking the actual questionnaire. Again, this can lead to an
approach that does not fit the follower.
Another limitation is that in this thesis I do not discuss to possible interactions of different
temperaments within the teams. Especially when focusing on HPT it might very well be possible that
certain combinations of temperaments lead to higher performance. Although my central research
goal does not necessarily captures this subject, I think adding this subject would make it more
complete.
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